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Abstract

Although recent developments in DNA sequencing have allowed for great leaps in both the

quality and quantity of genome assembly projects, de novo assemblies still lack the effi-

ciency and accuracy required for studying genetic variation of individuals. Thus, efficient

and accurate methods for calling and genotyping genetic variants are fundamental to study-

ing the genomes of individuals. We study the problem of genotyping insertion variants. We

assume that the location of the insertion is given, and the task is to find the insertion

sequence. Insertions are the hardest structural variant to genotype, because the insertion

sequence must be assembled from the reads, whereas genotyping other structural variants

only requires transformations of the reference genome. The current methods for construct-

ing insertion variants are mostly linked to variation calling methods and are only able to con-

struct small insertions. A sub-problem in genome assembly, the gap filling problem,

provides techniques that are readily applicable to insertion genotyping. Gap filling takes the

context and length of a missing sequence in a genome assembly and attempts to assemble

the intervening sequence. In this paper we show how tools and methods for gap filling can

be used to assemble insertion variants by modeling the problem of insertion genotyping as

filling gaps in the reference genome. We further give a general read filtering scheme to

make the method scalable to large data sets. Our results show that gap filling methods are

competitive against insertion genotyping tools. We further show that read filtering improves

performance of insertion genotyping especially for long insertions. Our experiments show

that on long insertions the new proposed method is the most accurate one, whereas on

short insertions it has comparable performance as compared against existing tools.

Introduction

High-throughput sequencing is today part of the standard toolbox in life science research.

However, despite the advances in sequencing technologies fully constructing the genome of an

individual, i.e. de novo genome assembly, is still a time consuming task especially for large

eukaryotic genomes [1]. Thus if a reference genome is available, like for the human genome,

usually a resequencing approach is applied to determine the genetic variants in a donor

genome as compared to the reference. In a resequencing project, the donor genome is first
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sequenced, the sequencing reads are then aligned against the reference genome, and finally the

genetic variants are inferred based on the aligned reads [2].

Genetic variants are generally split into two groups based on their size. In single nucleotide
polymorphisms, SNPs, a single nucleotide of the donor genome differs from the reference

sequence. Larger variants are called structural variants and include for example deletions,

inversions, insertions, and duplications. The problems of finding the positions of structural

variants and genotyping, i.e. determining the actual variants, are two different problems

although in many tools methods to solve them are intertwined and most tools do their best at

answering both questions.

In this paper we will address the insertion genotyping problem. We are given the position

of an insertion in a reference genome and a set of sequencing reads from a donor genome. We

can now infer the sequences flanking the insertion based on the reference genome and the

length of the insertion can be inferred based on paired end sequencing reads. The insertion

genotyping problem is then to use the sequencing reads to infer an insertion sequence of cor-

rect length that bridges the gap between the flanking sequences. We see that the insertion gen-

otyping problem resembles de novo genome assembly, especially when the length of the

insertion grows since the task is to infer the part of the sequence not present in the reference

genome.

A similar problem is faced in the last phase of de novo genome assembly, gap filling. Gap fill-
ing is the problem of reconstructing the missing sequence between contiguous sections, called

contigs, of an assembly that have a gap of either an estimated or an unknown length between

them. Also in this case the flanks of the missing sequence are known and the task is to infer the

missing sequence given the sequencing reads and an estimate of the length of the sequence. In

gap filling, the gaps are sections that have proved difficult to assemble. The difficulty arises

mainly from two sources, either the section has been sequenced with a low coverage or it con-

tains too much repetitive sequences to unambiguously assemble.

Many genome assemblers, such as Allpaths-LG [3] and ABySS [4], include a gap filling

module in their pipelines. There are also standalone gap filling tools available, e.g. SOAPdeno-

vo’s GapCloser [5], GapFiller [6], Gap2Seq [7], MindTheGap [8] and Sealer [9]. All these

tools attempt to do local genome assembly with a set of reads from the genome but the actual

methods used vary. Allpaths-LG uses overlaps within a subset of the reads and GapFiller uses a

k-mer based method. GapCloser, Gap2Seq, MindTheGap, and Sealer use graph based

methods.

In this paper we extend the definition of gap filling to the insertion genotyping problem

and modify a gap filling tool, Gap2Seq [7], into an insertion genotyping tool. Among the gap

filling tools, Gap2Seq has a unique feature of respecting the length of the gap, making it a

robust option as a basis for insertion genotyping. We further introduce and implement a gen-

eral read filtering scheme to make Gap2Seq scale to large data sets used in resequencing proj-

ects and show how it can be applied to insertion genotyping. We investigate experimentally

the applicability of gap fillers to the insertion genotyping problem and compare them to tools

developed for insertion genotyping. Our results show that insertion genotyping utilizing the

insertion length estimate improves the accuracy of insertion genotyping on long insertions

significantly.

Methods

Gap filling

De novo genome assembly attempts to reconstruct the genome of a species based on a set of

sequencing reads R. In a typical pipeline the reads are first joined into contigs which are
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contiguous sections of the target sequence. Contigs are then ordered into scaffolds and finally

the gaps between consecutive contigs are filled by reusing the sequencing reads.

Contig assembly is often abstracted as the problem of reconstructing a string from a set of

its k-mers which can be done using de Bruijn graphs. A k-th order de Bruijn graph is a directed

graph G = (V, E) where vertices v 2 V correspond to k-mers present in the set of reads and

edges (v, v0) 2 E correspond to observed (k + 1)-mers in the reads starting with v and ending

with v0.
Gap filling is the process of reconstructing the missing sequence between consecutive con-

tigs that have a gap of either an estimated or an unknown length between them. Salmela et al.

[7] formulate the problem as a modified exact path length problem, which we will call the path

length problem here.

Definition 1. Path Length problem. Given a directed graph G = (V, E), two vertices s, t 2 V,

a cost function c : E! Z�0, and an interval of path costs [d0..d], find a path P = v1v2 � � � vn
such that v1 = s, vn = t, and

Cost ðPÞ ¼
Xn� 1

i¼1

cðv1; viþ1Þ 2 ½d
0::d�:

The problem was shown to be solvable efficiently with simple dynamic programming [7].

We now give a brief overview of the solution and refer the interested reader to the earlier

paper.

We fill a matrix M[v][i], where v 2 V and i 2 [1..d], such that M[v][i] is the number of paths

that reach v from s and the cost of the path is exactly i. This can be done with a breadth-first

search in G where we increment M[v][i] when we reach v from any vertices w where

M[w][i − c(w, v)]> 0. We then trace back any path P = s � � � t where M[t][i]> 0 for any

i 2 [d0..d] and output the labels of the vertices in the path.

Given the de Bruijn graph used for genome assembly, we can trivially define the cost func-

tion to be 1 for every edge in the graph, i.e. c(v, w) = 1 if and only if (v, w) 2 E. Now, as the

overlap of connected vertices is always k − 1, the cost for a path is its length.

Definition 2. Gap Filling problem. Given a k-th order de Bruijn graph G = (V, E), two k-

mers s, t 2 V, and an estimated gap length d, find a path P = s � � � t such that the length of the

path is close to d.

Using this definition, we can use the solution for the path length problem to find any

acceptable solution for the gap filling problem. We only need to consider how to construct the

interval [d0..d] from the estimated gap length. Salmela et al. suggest using an interval, where

the midpoint (d0 + d)/2 is the estimated gap length.

As the sequences around the gap are likely to have assembly errors, allowing the paths to

start and end beyond the exact borders of the gap is a simple way to get rid of the errors. Gap-

Filler [6] accomplishes this by simply removing the flanking sequences from the assemblies.

Gap2Seq [7] uses a more conservative approach by looking at the paths that start and end at

different points in the flanking sequences.

Read filtering

When filling a gap, we would intuitively want to only use the subset of reads that cover the

given gap. By restricting the set of reads to those that cover the gap, we can give stricter

assumptions about the distribution of the k-mers. To find all the reads that cover a region of

the scaffold, we will use read filtering.
The read filtering problem is defined formally as follows.

Variant genotyping with gap filling
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Definition 3. Read Filtering problem. Given an interval of a gap [s..e] and read alignments

A(r) = [sr..er] for reads r 2 R, find reads r 2 R that overlap with the gap.

If all reads were aligned, filtering reads would be fairly trivial. However, especially with long

insertions all reads do not align, as the reads would have to be aligned to parts that do not exist

in the contigs.

We can instead use paired-end reads with at least one end aligned which gives an estimate

for the position of the other end. Gap filling methods tackle this problem in different ways.

GapFiller [6], for example, takes all the unaligned reads from read pairs with one read aligned

within a maximum distance from the gap.

Finding all reads whose pair would be in a region S = [s..e] can also be seen as finding all the

reads that map to a region that is defined symmetrically on both sides of S by the first and last

possible positions a read could start from to have a mate belong to S. The regions Sleft and Sright

can be defined using the parameters of the original region S, the read length ℓ, and the expected

insert size. The regions are defined as,

Sleft ¼ ½s � ðmaxþ 2‘Þ::e � ðminþ ‘Þ�;

Sright ¼ ½sþ ðminþ ‘Þ::eþ ðmaxþ ‘Þ�;

where max and min are the maximum and minimum insert sizes respectively.

The values for max and min can be computed from the distribution of insert sizes. For

example, choosing the insert sizes to be within the 95% confidence interval of the distribution,

i.e. P(|X|� I)� 0.05, gives us maximum and minimum insert sizes of μ ± 1.96σ, where μ is the

average insert size and σ is the standard deviation of the insert size.

Note that we assume reads to be of the same length, which is often the case. The regions

could also be defined by giving maximum and minimum read lengths if the read lengths fall

into some distribution, such as when using long reads.

As the sequenced reads can be assumed to be read from random positions, we can further

assume that all positions are sequenced with equal coverage. Thus we can calculate the expected

coverage C ¼ jreadsj
jgenomej and expect the set of filtered reads to have the same coverage

jfiltered readsj
jregionj � C.

If the read filtering gives a coverage that is significantly smaller than expected, we are likely to

be missing reads that are unmapped. All the unmapped reads can then be added to the set of fil-

tered reads for better gap filling performance.

Insertion genotyping

The insertion genotyping problem can be defined essentially the same way as the gap filling

problem.

Definition 4. Insertion Genotyping problem. Given a k-th order de Bruijn graph G = (V, E),

a breakpoint position p on the reference R, and an estimated length of insertion d, find a path

P = s � � � t in G, such that s = R[p − k..p], t = R[p..p + k], and the length of the path is close to d.

Using this definition, we can use gap filling to solve insertion genotyping. The main differ-

ence is that in gap filling the unresolved gaps are in genomic regions that are hard to assemble,

either because of low coverage of reads or because of repetitions, whereas insertions can simply

be random sequences inserted to the genome. However, also the insertion sequences are more

likely to be repeated sequences from the genome in which case the difficulty is similar to gap

filling.

In practice, we can simply take a reference genome and the set of structural variations and

for every insertion variant, insert a gap of the estimated length at the corresponding position

in the reference genome. Filling the gaps on this sequence then constructs the donor genome.

Variant genotyping with gap filling
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Although overlapping variations should be taken into consideration, doing so would

require accurate knowledge of all the surrounding variations. As we are interested in specifi-

cally assembling insertion variants, we will assume no other variations overlap with the flank-

ing sequences.

Note that this assumption is related to the issue of assembly errors in the gap filling problem

and similar solutions are useful here. Either completely removing the edges of the flanking

sequences or letting the paths skip any parts of them are applicable.

Results and discussion

Read filtering

Read filtering is evaluated experimentally by generating assemblies from the reference by

removing sequences of varying lengths. Reads are then generated from the full reference

sequence and mapped to the assemblies and filtered based on the alignments. The filtering is

compared to a known truth by mapping the same reads to the reference genome without the

gaps and taking all the reads that overlap with a given gap.

The read filtering results can be partitioned into four groups: true positives, reads correctly

filtered in; false positives, reads incorrectly filtered in; true negatives, reads correctly filtered

out; and false negatives, reads incorrectly filtered out. We then use the metrics precision and

recall to evaluate the filtering scheme:

Precision ¼
true positives

true positivesþ false positives
;

Recall ¼
true positives

true positivesþ false negatives
:

The reference genome used to generate reads is chromosome 17 from the version GRCH38

of the human reference genome. The ambiguous bases in the sequence are replaced by random

nucleotides, as in the gap filling context they are used to mark gaps in the sequences.

Paired-end reads were generated with ART [10] from the full reference sequence. The sim-

ulated reads have a read length of 100 bp and a coverage of 30x. For evaluating the read filter-

ing the threshold for using unmapped reads was set to 25. It should be set close to the coverage

of the read libraries, though we will discuss this later in this section. For Gap2Seq, all de Bruijn

graphs were built with a fixed k of 31, whereas Sealer uses multiple values of k and was run

with k 28 through 34. Other tools used default settings.

We generated three read sets with different insert size distributions. Mean insert sizes for

the read sets were 150 bp, 1500 bp, and 3000 bp, and standard deviations were 15, 150, and

300, respectively. These parameters are motivated by the read libraries in the GAGE data sets

[11].

To simulate insertion genotyping, for each run of the experiments, we randomly inserted

100 insertions into the reference with lengths randomly chosen between 10 and 1000 bp. The

experiments were then averaged over 5 runs. All the scripts used in the simulations can be

found at https://github.com/rikuu/eval-insertfill/.

We evaluated three read filtering schemes:

• Unmapped: All unmapped reads are filtered in.

• Filter: Filtering based on insert size as described in the previous section.

• GapFiller: The filtering used in GapFiller. I.e. pairs of all unmapped reads whose pair aligns

within a maximum distance from the gap are filtered in.

Variant genotyping with gap filling
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The recall scores in Fig 1a show that estimating read alignments by paired-end read pairs is

useful up to a point. This method fails to find reads from a growing section in the middle of

the gap when the gap length exceeds the insert size and no reads can be estimated to cover the

middle of the gap.

The recall scores for different insert sizes shows that larger insert sizes generally give better

filtering results than smaller insert sizes. However, increasing the mean insert size in practice

also increases the standard deviation of the insert size distribution. Thus it also affects the qual-

ity of the read pair alignment position estimation.

The precision scores in Fig 1b show the negative effect of using the unmapped reads in

addition to the filtered reads. Due to the fact that the unmapped reads can originate from any

insertions, the unmapped reads always give a low precision score.

Finding a good threshold for using the unmapped reads means finding a balance between

either having too few reads to find a useful path over the gap or having too many reads to find

paths in the graph. That said, we found no meaningful differences between its exact values,

only that it should be close to but smaller than the coverage of the read libraries.

Insertion genotyping on simulated data

To evaluate the quality of insertion genotyping, we use the normalized edit distance as a score

throughout. The edit distance ed(S1, S2) of two sequences S1 and S2 is the minimum number of

Fig 1. Recall (a) and precision (b) scores for simulated insertions. Filtering is tested with three simulated

read sets with different insert size distributions. As the results for our proposed filtering scheme differ based

on the insert size distributions, we have separated and labeled them with the corresponding mean insert

sizes, μ = 150, 1500, 3000. The other two are averaged over all the read sets. The dashed lines for Filter use

only reads that are filtered in and the solid lines add all unmapped reads to the filtered read set if the coverage

of the filtered reads is below the coverage threshold (here 25). The precision of using all unmapped reads is

almost zero and is thus not visible in the graph.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0184608.g001
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substitutions, insertions and deletions needed to transform one sequence into the other. We

further divide the edit distance by the length of the true sequence to make the results between

gap lengths comparable. The score is thus defined as follows:

Scoreðoutput; correctÞ ¼
edðoutput; correctÞ

jcorrectj
:

The perfect score of 0 is achieved with an output that is exactly the correct insertion. A score of

1 means that either the insertion was not genotyped, or that the insertion was genotyped and

of the correct length but entirely incorrect content.

To evaluate insertion genotyping we used the same simulated data sets as for evaluating

read filtering. Fig 2 shows how the read filtering affects the quality of insertion genotyping.

The read filtering should generally perform better with sequencing libraries that have a large

insert size but the effect is not very pronounced. This could be due to the fact that the

unmapped reads are added when the coverage of the reads filtered in is low.

Using all available reads is better at accurately constructing smaller insertions. However,

with long insertions the insertion sequences are often not found when using all reads due to

the complex graph structure and thus read filtering becomes a requirement for successful

insertion genotyping. However, even with read filtering insertion genotyping is not perfect.

Of the three simulated read libraries, the middle one with μ = 1500 gives the best result,

most likely due to it having both a large insert size and only a modest standard deviation giving

a reliable filtering. We used only this read library when running a comparison of different

insertion genotyping tools.

Fig 3 shows Gap2Seq with and without filtering compared against insertion genotyping

tools, Pindel [12] and MindTheGap [8], and other gap filling tools, GapFiller [6], GapCloser

[5] and Sealer [9]. The positions of the simulated insertion sites were given as input for Mind-

TheGap, GapFiller, GapCloser and Sealer. Notably, MindTheGap does not take the insertion

length as part of its input, rather it outputs insertions for any length it is able to fill. Pindel does

not take insertion sites as input but rather estimates the insertion sites itself. However, on this

data set Pindel could not find meaningful insertions.

Fig 2. Scores for simulated insertions. Filtering is simulated with three simulated read sets with

different insert size distributions. The filter schemes are labeled with the corresponding mean insert sizes,

μ = 150, 1500, 3000.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0184608.g002
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For short insertion lengths, Gap2Seq with filtering and GapCloser are the most accurate.

For long insertions, Gap2Seq with filtering gives by far the most accurate results.

Fig 4 shows how many insertions each tool is actually able to fill regardless of quality. Gap-

Filler, GapCloser, and Sealer are able to aggressively fill almost all gaps, but as noted before,

GapFiller and Sealer do not give reliable quality on any insertion lengths and also the quality

of GapCloser is clearly worse than the quality of Gap2Seq with filtering for long insertions.

When compared against MindTheGap and Gap2Seq without filtering, Gap2Seq with filtering

is able to genotype more insertions with better quality.

Fig 5 shows the running times for the various tools on the simulated data. For Gap2Seq

with filtering and Pindel we are separately showing the runtime of read alignment and the run-

time of actual insertion genotyping (as the light blue bars on top of the runtimes of the tools).

We note that usually insertion genotyping is performed along with e.g. SNP calling and thus

read alignments are readily available and do not need to be rerun separately for insertion

genotyping.

Fig 3. Scores for different tools on simulated insertions. All tools use the same simulated read library with

μ = 1500.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0184608.g003

Fig 4. Number of insertions genotyped on the simulated data by each tool. All tools use the same

simulated read library with μ = 1500.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0184608.g004
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In the above experiments the coverage of the read set was always set to 30x. We also ran

experiments with coverage 15x and 50x. In Gap2Seq with filtering the threshold for including

all unmapped reads depends on the coverage of the data. As mentioned earlier, the threshold

should be less than the coverage, yet somewhat close to it. Here we used a threshold of 10 for

15x data and 45 for 50x data. Otherwise the same parameters were used when running the

programs.

The results of these experiments are shown in Figs 6 and 7. We see that on long insertions

the results are similar regardless of coverage but some differences can be seen on short inser-

tions. Additionally we note that the performance of Gap2Seq with filtering suffers from low

coverage because erroneously filtering out reads can easier lead to completely missing a part of

the insertion when the coverage is low. However, even with the low coverage data, Gap2Seq

with filtering is the best method for long insertions.

As we noted earlier, we have not found the threshold for including unmapped reads to actu-

ally affect the results of the filtering significantly. As such, rather than looking for good param-

eters, we recommend solving these problematic cases by using Gap2Seq without filtering with

low coverage and short insertions.

Fig 5. Running times for different tools on simulated insertions. For Pindel and Gap2Seq with filtering,

the time to align reads to reference is shown in light blue. Note that Pindel also uses time to find the insertion

sites and as such any direct comparisons are unfair.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0184608.g005

Fig 6. Scores for different tools on simulated insertions with 15x data. All tools use the same simulated

read library with μ = 1500.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0184608.g006
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Biological data

The reference genome in the biological data experiments for insertion genotyping is the

WS210 version of the C. elegans genome. The donor genome used is the C. elegans Hawaiian

strain CB4856, more specifically the recent Illumina sequencing SRX523826.

The insertions were evaluated using experimentally validated insertions [13]. We used

insertion sites found by Pindel [12], and Breakdancer [14]. Insertion breakpoints found by

MindTheGap were not used, as they do not have the corresponding length information for the

insertions. However, the combined insertion sites from the aforementioned tools were sepa-

rately given as input to MindTheGap.

Gap2Seq with and without filtering was again compared against insertion genotyping tools,

Pindel [12] and MindTheGap [8], and other gap filling tools, GapFiller [6], and Sealer [9].

Fig 8 shows that for short insertions, GapCloser is the most accurate tool, whereas for longer

insertions also Gap2Seq and MindTheGap are competitive. The insertions in this data set were

Fig 7. Scores for different tools on simulated insertions with 50x data. All tools use the same simulated

read library with μ = 1500.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0184608.g007

Fig 8. Scores for insertions constructed by different tools against validated insertions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0184608.g008
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short. Based on the experiments on the simulated data, we expect Gap2Seq with filtering to be

competitive for longer insertions.

Fig 9 shows how many of the insertions are genotyped by each tool. Although GapFiller

and Pindel are able to construct a large number of insertions, the previous results would imply

they are aggressively generating low quality sequences.

Conclusions

We have shown how gap filling tools developed for de novo genome assembly can be applied

to the insertion genotyping problem and how the performance of these tools can be improved

using read filtering. We note that read filtering can also be useful to boost the performance of

gap filling in the de novo assembly setting. We showed that our gap filling tool achieves compa-

rable accuracy on short insertions and better accuracy than previous tools on insertion geno-

typing for long insertions which we believe to be due to read filtering and using the insertion

length estimate in a rigorous way.

Last we note that our gap filling tool Gap2Seq has recently been improved with classifying

the filled sequence into safe and unsafe bases where safe bases are those that are present in any
filling sequence of correct length that can be inferred from the read set [15]. We expect this fea-

ture to be very useful in the insertion genotyping context because it provides information on

the quality of the bases in the returned insertion sequence.

Our method for insertion genotyping, Gap2Seq 3.0, is freely available at https://github.

com/rikuu/Gap2Seq/.
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